MILLIPORE WATER PURIFICATION

➢ **DO NOT USE WITHOUT PROPER TRAINING.**

➢ **Procedure to Dispense water:**
  1. Briefly (1-2 seconds) purge standing water within tubing by pressing blue button on dispensing arm.
  2. Set desired volume by adjusting +/- buttons at bottom of pedestal.
  3. Position carboy container under dispensing arm.
  4. Press graduated cylinder icon at bottom of pedestal. Water will automatically stop when set volume has been dispensed.

➢ **PLEASE DO NOT:**
  1. Adjust anything on the purification system (located on shelf).
  2. Turn off water supply.
  3. Turn off power supply.

➢ Report all problems and requests for training and use to Eric Zhang.
  • E-mail: (zhan0718@umn.edu)
  • Phone: 612-624-1456